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SUMMARY

Associative brain centers, such as the insect mushroom body, need to represent sensory information in an
efficient manner. In Drosophila melanogaster, the Kenyon cells of the mushroom body integrate inputs
from a random set of olfactory projection neurons, but some projection neurons—namely those activated
by a few ethologically meaningful odors—connect to Kenyon cells more frequently than others. This biased
and random connectivity pattern is conceivably advantageous, as it enables the mushroom body to represent a large number of odors as unique activity patterns while prioritizing the representation of a few specific
odors. How this connectivity pattern is established remains largely unknown. Here, we test whether the
mechanisms patterning the connections between Kenyon cells and projection neurons depend on sensory
activity or whether they are hardwired. We mapped a large number of mushroom body input connections
in partially anosmic flies—flies lacking the obligate odorant co-receptor Orco—and in wild-type flies. Statistical analyses of these datasets reveal that the random and biased connectivity pattern observed between
Kenyon cells and projection neurons forms normally in the absence of most olfactory sensory activity.
This finding supports the idea that even comparatively subtle, population-level patterns of neuronal connectivity can be encoded by fixed genetic programs and are likely to be the result of evolved prioritization of
ecologically and ethologically salient stimuli.
INTRODUCTION
The precise wiring between sensory systems and higher brain
centers is orchestrated by a combination of hardwired and activity-dependent mechanisms.1 Hardwired mechanisms include
complex signaling networks that guide neuronal outgrowths to
their target and cell surface molecules that pair synaptic partners. Such hardwired mechanisms are necessary to establish
coarse connectivity patterns in a reproducible and reliable
manner. In contrast, activity-dependent mechanisms—sensory
or spontaneous activity—can refine these coarse patterns by
promoting the connectivity of active inputs over that of inactive
inputs. Although spontaneous activity can refine connectivity
patterns independently of experience, sensory activity sculpts
connections based on available information such that the overall
structure of a network can be molded after the sensory environment peculiar to an organism.
The Drosophila melanogaster mushroom body is a higher
brain center formed by 2,000 neurons called ‘‘Kenyon cells’’
and primarily processes olfactory information.2,3 The primary
olfactory center in the fly brain, the antennal lobe, consists of
51 glomeruli; each glomerulus receives input from a set of

olfactory sensory neurons expressing the same receptor
gene(s).4,5 Olfactory information is relayed from individual
glomeruli to Kenyon cells by about 160 uniglomerular projection
neurons.6,7 The connections between projection neurons and
Kenyon cells are random: individual Kenyon cells integrate
inputs from a small set of projection neurons that cannot be assigned to a common group based on their biological characteristics.3,8–10 Such a random connectivity pattern has been predicted by several theoretical studies to be advantageous, as
it expands the capacity of the mushroom body to represent olfactory information by minimizing the overlap between
representations.11,12
Although random, the connections between projection neurons and Kenyon cells are also biased: not all projection neurons
connect to Kenyon cells at the same frequency—some neurons
are overrepresented, whereas others are underrepresented.3,9
Interestingly, the most biased projection neurons, both underrepresented and overrepresented neurons, receive input from
olfactory sensory neurons narrowly tuned to detect odors that
are particularly meaningful. For instance, the DP1m and DA1
projection neurons are among the most overrepresented neurons. The DP1m projection neuron receives input from the
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IR64a-expressing olfactory sensory neurons, which detect acids
produced by fermenting fruits, a potential food source, whereas
the DA1 projection neurons receive input from the OR67d-expressing neurons, which detect the pheromone 11-cis-vaccenyl
acetate.13,14 In contrast, underrepresented projection neurons
are activated by odors that trigger strong innate avoidance, likely
via mushroom-body-independent pathways. For instance, the
DL4 and DA2 projection neurons are among the most underrepresented neurons. The DL4 projection neuron receives input
from the OR49a/OR85f-expressing neurons that detect odors
produced by parasitoid wasps, whereas the DA2 projection neurons receive input from the OR56a-expressing neurons that
detect odors produced by toxic microbes.15,16
Whether biases in connectivity arise through sensory activity—possibly through competitive interactions among projection neurons—or hardwired mechanisms is not known. To
distinguish between these two possibilities, we sought to
compare whether the mushroom body input connections differ
between wild-type flies and flies in which most olfactory sensory neurons are silent.

However, a recent study showed that in ants, Orco loss of function leads to smaller antennal lobes that contain fewer
glomeruli.28,29 To verify whether similar defects are found in
Orco/ flies, we reconstructed their antennal lobes and identified individual glomeruli based on available anatomical maps
as well as the hemibrain connectome.4,5,30 We identified a total
of 51 glomeruli in both genotypes (Figure 2A). The total volume
of individual antennal lobes in Orco+/+ and Orco/ flies is not
significantly different (antennal lobe volume [median]: Orco+/+,
84,723 mm3 [n = 5]; Orco/, 81,128 mm3 [n = 5], p = 0.15; Figure 2B; Table S1). However, some glomeruli receiving input
from OR-expressing neurons are slightly but significantly smaller
in Orco/ flies, whereas some glomeruli receiving input from IR/
GR-expressing neurons are slightly but significantly larger (Figure 2C; Table S1). These results support the previous finding
suggesting that glomerular volume is subject to activity-dependent mechanisms.31–33
Altogether, these results show that the antennal lobes form
mostly normally in the absence of sensory activity: all glomeruli
are formed in Orco/ flies, but a few of them vary in size when
compared with Orco+/+ glomeruli.

RESULTS
Decreased odor-evoked activity in the mushroom body
calyx of Orco–/– flies
Orco—also known as OR83b—is the obligate co-receptor of all
odorant receptors (ORs) in most insects.17,18 Orco is required for
olfactory transduction, and, hence, OR-expressing neurons in
Orco/ flies form normally but do not show odor-evoked responses17,19,20 Of the 51 antennal lobe glomeruli, at least 37
receive input from OR-expressing sensory neurons (Table S1).
The remaining glomeruli are innervated by olfactory sensory neurons expressing either ionotropic receptors (IRs), which are
tuned to amines and acids, or gustatory receptors (GRs), which
detect carbon dioxide.14,18,21,22 Both IRs and GRs do not require
Orco as a co-receptor; therefore, Orco/ flies are not
completely anosmic and can detect odors that bind to these
receptors.14,23–26 To test whether these sensory defects are
reflected in the mushroom body, we measured odor-evoked responses in the calyx—the neuropil where projection neurons
connect with Kenyon cells—of 2- or 3-day-old female flies that
express GCaMP6f in all Kenyon cells. As expected, we did not
detect odor-evoked calcium transients in the calyx of Orco/
flies in response to the odors detected by ORs, but we detected
odor-evoked responses to acetic acid, an odor detected by IRs
(Figures 1 and S1). In contrast, the calyx of Orco+/+ flies show
large calcium transients in response to all odors.
These results show that sensory activity is severely
impaired in the mushroom body of Orco/ flies: although
Kenyon cells can respond an odor detected by IR-expressing
neurons, they fail to respond to odors detected by ORexpressing neurons.
Glomeruli of the antennal lobe are morphologically
similar in Orco+/+ and Orco–/– flies
Next, we investigated whether the neuroanatomy of the antennal
lobe of Orco/ flies differs from that of Orco+/+ flies. Previous
studies have demonstrated that in Orco/ flies olfactory sensory neurons are able to target their cognate glomeruli.20,24,27

Projection neurons and Kenyon cells are
morphologically similar in Orco+/+ and Orco–/– flies
Next, we investigated whether the projection neurons connecting individual glomeruli to Kenyon cells show morphological differences between Orco+/+ and Orco/ flies. To this end, we
photo-labeled the neurons innervating different glomeruli: the
DL4 glomerulus, which receives input from the OR49a+/
OR85f+ neurons; the DM2 glomerulus, which receives input
from the OR22a+ neurons; the DM5 glomerulus, which receives
input from the OR85a+ neurons; the VA2 glomerulus, which receives input from the OR92a+ neurons; and the DP1m glomerulus, which receives input from the IR64a+ neurons (Figures 3A
and S2A). For each glomerulus, we recovered the expected
number of photo-labeled projection neurons in both genotypes
(Figures 3B and S2B). We quantified the number of primary
branches these neurons extend in the mushroom body calyx,
their total and average length, and the number of forks they
form (Figures 3C–3F, S2C, and S2D); we also measured the volume of the presynaptic sites—or ‘‘boutons’’—formed by a given
type of projection neuron (Figures 3G and S2E; Videos S1 and
S2). Based on these measurements, we found that the projection
neurons of Orco+/+ and Orco/ flies are largely comparable.
There are some small but significant differences: the DL4 projection neurons form fewer and shorter primary branches in Orco/
flies (number of branches [median]: Orco+/+, 3 [n = 10]; Orco/,
2 [n = 10], p = 0.02; total branch length (median): Orco+/+,
27.1 mm [n = 10]; Orco/, 18.1 mm [n = 10], p = 0.01); the VA2
projection neurons form longer branches in Orco/ flies (total
branch length [median]: Orco+/+, 137.4 mm [n = 10]; Orco/,
193.0 mm [n = 10], p = 0.0003), and the volume of the boutons
formed by the VA2 projection neurons is slightly larger in Orco/
flies (bouton volume [median]: Orco+/+, 422.8 mm3 [n = 10];
Orco/, 602.3 mm3 [n = 10], p = 0.03; Figures 3B–3G).
Next, we determined whether Kenyon cells show morphological differences between Orco+/+ and Orco/ flies. Based on
their axonal projection patterns, Kenyon cells can be divided
into three major types: a/b, a0 /b0 , and g Kenyon cells.2 It has
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Figure 1. Odor-evoked activity is decreased in the mushroom body calyx of Orco–/– flies
(A–C) Calcium imaging in Kenyon cells shows odor-evoked activity in Orco/ flies in response to isopentyl acetate, an odor that activates multiple odorant
receptors, but not in response to acetic acid, an odor that activates ionotropic receptors.
(A) The calcium indicator GCaMP6f was expressed in all Kenyon cells using the R13F02 transgene. Guided by baseline fluorescence, the region where Kenyon
cells extend their dendrites—the calyx of the mushroom body—was identified in Orco+/+ and Orco/ female flies that are 2 or 3 days old (left column, dashed
white line). Example heatmaps show DF/F0 in response to isopentyl acetate (middle column) and acetic acid (right column). The color bars denote the range of DF/
F0 in each sample. Scale bars, 20 mm.
(B) The DF/F0 values recorded in the main calyx in response to isopentyl acetate (pink) and acetic acid (gray) were averaged across eight trials collected in eight
different animals and are shown as traces; the shaded area of each trace represents the SEM.
(C) The median DF/F0 values during odor presentation were averaged across trials in Orco+/+ (green) and Orco/ (blue) flies (n = 8); the long black bars represent
the median, whereas the short black bars represent the 25th and 75th percentile of the data.
The statistical significance was measured using the Mann-Whitney U test; the asterisk indicates values that were statistically different (p < 0.05). See also
Figure S1.

previously been shown that the number of post-synaptic terminals, or ‘‘claws,’’ formed by a neuron varies across types.3,9
We photo-labeled individual Kenyon cells of each type and
compared their morphological features between Orco+/+ and
Orco/ genotypes (Figures 4A and S3). Specifically, we
measured the total and average length of the branches individual
Kenyon cells extend in the calyx, as well as the number and
4002 Current Biology 32, 4000–4012, September 26, 2022

length of the claws formed by these neurons (Figures 4B–4E
and S3). We detected one significant difference: g Kenyon cells
form longer branches in Orco/ flies than they do in Orco+/+ flies
(total branch length [median]: Orco+/+, 87.8; Orco/, 147.0, p =
0.02 [n = 10]; Figure 4B). It is possible that the observed morphological differences in the g Kenyon cells of Orco/ flies result
from activity-dependent pruning mechanisms as described in a
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Figure 2. Antennal lobes are morphologically similar in Orco+/+ and Orco–/– flies
(A) The brains of 2- or 3-day-old Orco+/+ and Orco/ female flies were fixed, immuno-stained (using the nc82 monoclonal antibody against Bruchpilot) and
imaged; each of the 51 glomeruli forming the antennal lobe were reconstructed and identified based on theirs shapes and locations; each glomerulus receives
input from either OR-expressing neurons (pink), IR/GR-expressing neurons (dark gray), or unidentified receptor neurons (light gray). Scale bars, 25 mm.
(B and C) The reconstructed volumes of the entire antennal lobe (B) or individual glomeruli (C) were compared across genotypes (green, Orco+/+ [n = 5]; blue,
Orco/ [n = 5]); the long black bars represent the median, whereas the short black bars represent the 25th and 75th percentile of the data.
(C) The volumes of a given glomerulus in both genotypes are linked with a black line.
The statistical significance was measured using the Mann-Whitney U test; the statistical significance of the differences in glomerular volumes is provided in
Table S1.
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Figure 3. Projection neurons are morphologically similar in Orco+/+ and Orco–/– flies
(A) The projection neurons innervating the DL4 (left), VA2 (middle), and DP1m (right) glomeruli were photo-labeled in Orco+/+ and Orco/ female flies that were 2
or 3 days old, and the presynaptic terminals—called ‘‘boutons’’—formed by these neurons in the calyx of the mushroom body were imaged. Scale bars, 15 mm.
(legend continued on next page)
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recent study.34 However, apart from this subtle difference, Kenyon cells are morphologically similar in both genotypes. Most
importantly, Kenyon cells form the same number of claws—
and therefore receive the same number of inputs—in Orco+/+
and Orco/ flies (Figure 4D).
Altogether, these results suggest that both projection neurons
and Kenyon cells formed in Orco/ flies show no obvious
morphological defects.
Mushroom body input connections in Orco–/– flies are
biased and random
If sensory activity affects the way projection neurons connect to
Kenyon cells, we would expect these connections to be qualitatively and quantitatively different in Orco+/+ and Orco/ flies. To
compare global and more subtle connectivity patterns between
genotypes, we used a neuronal tracing technique we previously
devised.9 In short, individual Kenyon cells were photo-labeled,
and their input projection neurons were identified using dye electroporation. With this technique, the inputs of hundreds of Kenyon cells can be identified and reported in a connectivity matrix.
Statistical analyses of the resulting matrix can be used to reveal
patterns of connectivity, including randomness and biases. We
generated two connectivity matrices using Orco+/+ and Orco/
flies—henceforth referred to as the ‘‘Orco+/+ matrix’’ and the
‘‘Orco/ matrix’’—by mapping the inputs of 250 Kenyon cells
in each genotype; each matrix contains 887 and 899 connections, respectively (Figure 5A).
We used different statistical analyses to compare these
matrices. As a first step, we measured the frequencies at which
projection neurons connect to Kenyon cells (Figures 5B and 5C;
Table S2). Lack of sensory activity could affect the frequencies at
which projection neurons connect to Kenyon cells in at least two
different ways. First, it is conceivable that the number of connections formed by projection neurons receiving input from OR-expressing neurons would be higher in Orco+/+ flies, where they
receive functional input, than in Orco/ flies, where their input
neurons are silent. Such differences would be especially noticeable for projection neurons that connect to Kenyon cells at high
frequencies in Orco+/+ flies, such as the DA1 projection neurons.
However, we could not detect such differences: all projection
neurons that receive input from ORs-expressing neurons—
including the DA1 projection neurons—connect at similar frequencies in both genotypes (DA1 connectivity frequencies:
Orco+/+, 3.38%; Orco/, 3.11%, p = 0.89; Figure 6A;
Table S2). Second, it is possible that the number of connections
formed by projection neurons receiving input from IR/GR-expressing neurons would be higher in Orco/ flies, where they
are the only neurons that receive functional input, than in
Orco+/+ flies. This would support the idea that projection neurons
compete when connecting with Kenyon cells and that projection
neurons that receive active input are advantaged. Such differences would be especially noticeable for projection neurons

that connect to Kenyon cells at low frequencies in Orco+/+ flies,
such as the VL1 projection neurons, as well as for projection neurons that connect at high frequencies, such as the DP1m neuron.
However, we could not detect such differences: all projection
neurons that receive input from IR/GR-expressing neurons—
including the VL1 and DP1m projection neurons—connect at
similar frequencies in both genotypes (VL1 connectivity frequencies: Orco+/+, 0.56%; Orco/, 0.33%, p = 0.72; DP1m:
Orco+/+, 5.07%; Orco/, 3.67%, p = 0.17; Figure 6A;
Table S2). We could not detect shifts in connectivity frequencies
that were significant; the most significant shift detected was for
the VL2a projection neurons (VL2a connectivity frequencies:
Orco+/+, 1.58%; Orco/, 2.67%, p = 0.13; Figure 6A;
Table S2). The connectivity frequencies measured for each projection neuron are largely similar across Kenyon cell types in
both genotypes (Figures 6B–6D; Tables S3–S5). These frequencies are comparable with those measured in the hemibrain
connectome, but we also observed some discrepancies (Figure 6; Table S2).3 These discrepancies are most likely due to
the different methods used to map and score connections
(STAR Methods).
As a second step, we used the Jensen-Shannon distance—a
statistical method that measures the likeness of two probability
distributions—as a global readout of similarity in the observed
connectivity biases. A distance of 0 would indicate that the two
probability distributions are identical, whereas larger distances
would indicate that the two probability distributions are different.
To gauge the extent to which the Jensen-Shannon distance indicates likeness in our datasets, we generated two different shuffled versions of the connectivity matrices. In one version, called
‘‘shuffle,’’ the connections between projection neurons and Kenyon cells were randomly shuffled by choosing input projection
neurons without replacement while keeping the number of Kenyon cells and number of projection neuron inputs to each Kenyon
cell consistent with the experimental matrices. In the other
version, called ‘‘fixed-shuffle,’’ the connections were randomly
shuffled, but the frequencies at which projection neurons connect to Kenyon cells were fixed to reflect the frequencies
measured experimentally. When we compared the Orco+/+ and
Orco/ matrices with their shuffled versions, we obtained distances ranging from 0.227 to 0.266; when we compared the
experimental matrices with their fixed-shuffle versions, we obtained distances ranging from 0.087 to 0.149 (Figure 7A). The
Jensen-Shannon distance measured when comparing the
Orco+/+ and Orco/ matrices is 0.115—a value in the range of
the values obtained with the fixed-shuffle matrices but outside
the range of the values obtained with the shuffle matrices—suggesting that the distribution of connectivity frequencies is largely
similar in both genotypes.
As a final step, we used an unbiased search for structural patterns that might exist in the connectivity matrices and that are not
detectable by simply examining connectivity frequencies. To this

(B–G) The number of neurons photo-labeled (B), the number of primary branches (C) and forks (D) formed by the photo-labeled neurons, and the total and average
branch length (E and F) were quantified in Orco+/+ (green; DL4, n = 10; VA2, n = 10; DP1m, n = 10) and Orco/ flies (blue; DL4, n = 10; VA2, n = 10; DP1m, n = 9);
the total bouton volume was quantified (G). The long black bars represent the median, whereas the short black bars represent the 25th and 75th percentile of the
data.
The statistical significance was measured using the Mann-Whitney U test; the asterisks indicate values that were statistically different (*p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01).
See also Figure S2.
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Figure 4. Kenyon cells are morphologically similar in Orco+/+ and Orco–/– flies
(A) Individual a/b (left), a0 /b0 (middle), and g Kenyon cells (right) were photo-labeled in Orco+/+ (top) and Orco/ (bottom) female flies that were 2 or 3 days old, and
the post-synaptic terminals formed by these neurons in the mushroom body calyx—called ‘‘claws’’—were imaged. Scale bars, 15 mm.
(legend continued on next page)
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end, we extracted correlations within each connectivity matrix—
experimental and fixed-shuffle matrices—using principal
component analysis (Figure 7B). The percent variance associated with the different principal component projections provides
a sensitive measure of structure within each matrix.9 For all components, the percent variance measured for the experimental
matrix falls within the range measured for the fixed-shuffle
matrices, suggesting that there are no structural patterns in the
Orco+/+ and Orco/ matrices other than the biases in connectivity frequencies. It is worth noting that a recent study identified in
a Drosophila connectome a group of projection neurons that
appear to preferentially connect to the same Kenyon cells, but
we could not find evidence for such group structure in our datasets (Figure S4).35
Altogether, these results show that the mechanisms underlying the biased and random connectivity pattern observed among
the mushroom body input connections does not depend on sensory activity and is therefore most likely hardwired.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated whether the biased and random
connectivity pattern observed between projection neurons and
Kenyon cells forms depending on available sensory information.
We first showed that in Orco/ flies, Kenyon cells fail to respond
to odors detected by ORs but respond normally to odors detected by IRs. Second, we showed that—despite being partially
anosmic—Orco/ flies develop a largely normal olfactory circuit: all glomeruli forming the antennal lobe can be identified in
Orco/ flies, and the projection neurons and Kenyon cells found
in Orco/ flies are morphologically similar to those found in
Orco+/+ flies. Third, we mapped a large number of connections
between projection neurons and Kenyon cells in Orco+/+ and
Orco/ flies and compared the observed connectivity patterns
using various statistical analyses. We could not detect any significant differences: projection neurons connect with Kenyon cells
at similar frequencies in both datasets. Altogether, these results
suggest that the biased and random connectivity pattern
observed between projection neurons and Kenyon cells forms
independently of sensory activity.
It is possible that there are subtle connectivity patterns established by sensory activity that have eluded our analyses.
For instance, a previous study identified a small number of a/
b and a0 /b0 Kenyon cells that receive input more frequently
from a group of ten glomeruli tuned to different food odors.35
However, we failed to detect similar group structure in both
the Orco+/+ and Orco/ connectivity matrices, suggesting
that our mapping strategy cannot be used to reveal such subtle
connectivity patterns. More exhaustive mapping strategies—
such as the derivation of an Orco/ connectome—might be
necessary to determine whether this possible group structure
might result from sensory activity. However, our technique is
clearly able to detect global, population-level connectivity

patterns, and our results show that these patterns form independently of sensory activity.
This independence of sensory activity came as a surprise in
light of the evidence, suggesting that the synapse between
projection neurons and Kenyon cells is plastic in Drosophila melanogaster. Previous study noticed that when a few projection
neurons are silenced or chronically activated, the volumes of
their presynaptic terminals change in the mushroom body as
well as the magnitudes of odor-evoked calcium transients.36–38
Another study showed that appetitive conditioning leads to an increase in the number of synapses formed between the projection
neurons activated by the conditioned odor and Kenyon cells;39
similar observations have been made in honeybees.40 However,
none of these studies could determine whether these plastic
changes lead to lasting changes in connectivity pattern. Our
results partially support these findings: we found that lack of sensory activity affects the morphology of the presynaptic terminals
formed by some projection neurons in the mushroom body.
However, our results also demonstrate that these sensorybased changes have no effect on the global connectivity pattern
between projection neurons and Kenyon cells.
Our results support the idea that the biased and random connectivity pattern observed between projection neurons and Kenyon cells results from hardwired mechanisms. It is possible that
such mechanisms regulate spontaneous activity either at the
level of olfactory sensory neurons or at the level of projection
neurons. This possibility appears, however, unlikely considering
that olfactory sensory neurons in Orco/ flies show drastically
reduced levels of spontaneous activity.17 Likewise, a previous
study showed the DL1 and VM2 projection neurons in flies lacking their cognate receptor genes—OR10a/ and OR43b/
flies, respectively—are virtually silent and display low to no spontaneous activity.24 Thus, the hardwired mechanisms leading to
biases in connectivity most likely involve synapse-promoting
factors which may be differentially expressed in overrepresented
versus underrepresented neurons. A recent study found that the
number of Kenyon cells affects the number of presynaptic sites
formed by projection neurons: the more Kenyon cells there are,
the fewer presynaptic sites.41 This result suggests that Kenyon
cells might release a synapse-promoting signal that is differentially detected by projection neurons leading to the observed
connectivity biases.
In theory, biased and random input connections are connectivity patterns that antagonize each other: the lack of structure afforded by randomization of inputs enables the mushroom body
to represent olfactory information with as many unique activity
patterns as possible, whereas the structure imposed by biases
skews these representations to prioritize a few ethologically
meaningful odors. Our finding that biases do not simply reflect
the concrete chemosensory ecology of a fly but are hardwired
suggests that this connectivity pattern has been shaped on a
long-term evolutionary timescale. It is tempting to speculate
that biases might prepare the mushroom body to learn more

(B–E) The total and average branch length formed by a Kenyon cell was measured (B and C), the number of claws formed by a Kenyon cells was counted (D), and
the average length of a claw was measured (E) in Orco+/+ (green) and Orco/ flies (blue). The long black bars represent the median, whereas the short black bars
represent the 25th and 75th percentile of the data.
The statistical significance was measured using the Mann-Whitney U test; the asterisk indicates values that were statistically different (p < 0.05). See also
Figure S3.
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Figure 5. Connection frequencies are similar in Orco+/+ and Orco–/– flies
(A) A total of 887 and 899 connections between projection neurons and Kenyon cells were mapped in Orco+/+ and Orco/ female flies that were 2 or 3 days old; all
connections are reported in two connectivity matrices (Orco+/+, left panel and green; Orco/, right panel and blue). In each matrix, a row corresponds to a
Kenyon cell (250 Kenyon cells per matrix), and each column corresponds to one of the 51 types of projection neuron; each colored bar indicates the input
connections of a given Kenyon cell, and the color indicates the number of connections found between a particular Kenyon cell and a given type of projection
neuron (blue/green, one connection; red, two connections; black, three connections). The bar graphs above the matrices represent the frequencies at which a
particular type of projection neuron connects to Kenyon cells.
(B) The frequencies at which different types of projection neuron connect to Kenyon cells in both datasets is shown (green, Orco+/+; blue, Orco/). Projection
neurons are identified based on the glomeruli they innervate: ‘‘OR glomeruli’’ refers to the projection neurons innervating glomeruli that receive input from odorant
receptors-expressing neurons; ‘‘IR/GR glomeruli’’ refers to projection neurons innervating glomeruli that receive input from ionotropic receptors/gustatory receptors-expressing neurons. The frequencies of connections measured for a given type of projection neuron in both genotypes are linked with a black line.
(C) The p value measured for each glomerulus was plotted against the ratio of frequencies (ratio = frequency of connections in Orco//frequency of connections
in Orco+/+) measured for each glomerulus (pink, projection neuron(s) receiving input from an OR glomerulus; dark gray, projection neurons receiving input from an
IR or GR glomerulus; light gray, unknown).
The statistical significance for each glomerulus was measured using Fischer’s exact test; to control for false positives, p values were adjusted with a false
discovery rate using a Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. A ratio of 1 indicates that there is no shift in frequencies between the Orco+/+ and Orco/ flies, whereas a
ratio smaller than 1 indicates that a given type of projection neuron connects more frequently in Orco/, and a ratio greater than 1 indicates that a given type of
projection neuron connects more frequently in Orco+/+.

efficiently from the chemosensory environment present in the
particular ecological niche of a species. This finding has important ramifications for our understanding of how such fairly subtle,
4008 Current Biology 32, 4000–4012, September 26, 2022

yet significant connectivity patterns develop and evolve as well
as our understanding of how biases in connectivity might be
evolutionarily adaptive.
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Figure 6. Distributions of connectivity frequencies
The distributions of connectivity frequencies obtained in the experimental datasets—Orco+/+ (green) and Orco/ (blue)—as well as the connectivity frequencies
reported in the hemibrain connectome (gray) were plotted and compared across all Kenyon cells (top), a/b Kenyon cells (middle top), a0 /b0 Kenyon cells (middle
bottom), and g Kenyon cells (bottom).
The statistical significance for each glomerulus was measured using Fischer’s exact test; none of the values were statistically different across the Orco+/+ and
Orco/ datasets (p < 0.01). See also Tables S2–S5.
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Figure 7. Mushroom body input connectivity
is globally similar in Orco+/+ and Orco–/– flies
(A) The Jensen-Shannon distances were measured
between the experimental matrices, their shuffle
version as well as their fixed-shuffle version. The
color bar denotes the range in the distances
measured.
(B) Principal components were extracted using
either the Orco+/+ (left panel, green) or the Orco/
(right panel, blue) connectivity matrices—using the
experimental and fixed-shuffle versions—and the
fraction of the variance explained by each component was measured (dark circles, experimental
matrices; light circles, fixed-shuffle versions); error
bars represent 95% confidence interval.
See also Figure S4.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Fly stocks
Flies (Drosophila melanogaster) were fed on standard cornmeal agar medium and raised in a controlled environmental chamber
(Percival Scientific, Cat#DR36VL) that maintains a temperature of 25 C and 60% humidity under a 12 hours/12 hours light-dark cycle.
Crosses were set up and reared under the same conditions, but the standard cornmeal agar medium was supplemented with dry
yeast. Two- or three-day-old female flies were used in all experiments. For the functional imaging experiments, we used the following
transgenic lines: w; [GMR13F02-LexA]attP40,[13xLexAop2-IVS-GCaMP6f-p10]su(Hw)attP5/+;; (referred to in the text as ’Orco+/+’) and w;
[GMR13F02-LexA]attP40, [13xLexAop2-IVS-GCaMP6f-p10]su(Hw)attP5/+;Orco2; (referred to in the text as ’Orco-/-’). For the antennal
lobe reconstructions, we used the following transgenic lines: w;+;+;+, (referred to in the text as ’Orco+/+’) w;+;Orco2;+ (referred to
in the text as ’Orco-/-’). For the photolabeling and connectivity mapping experiments, we used the following transgenic lines:
w;[N-Synaptobrevin-GAL4]2.1,[10xUAS-IVS-Syn21-mC3PA-GFP-p10]attP40;;(referred to in the text as ’Orco+/+’) and w;[N-Synaptobrevin-GAL4]2.1,[10xUAS-IVS-Syn21-mC3PA-GFP-p10]attP40;Orco2; (referred to in the text as ’Orco-/-’). All Orco-/- lines were
genotyped every other month by performing PCR using a previously established protocol.17
METHOD DETAILS
Functional imaging
Calcium imaging experiments were performed on immobilized flies. Flies were immobilized underneath an imaging chamber — a
platform with an opening attached to a reservoir of saline — using a combination of clear tape (Shurtape Technologies,
Cat#DUC280068) and UV glue (Bondic, Cat#SK8024). A hole was cut in the head cuticle of the fly, above the mushroom body,
and the exposed brain was submerged in saline (108 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 5 mM HEPES, 5 mM Trehalose, 10 mM Sucrose,
1 mM NaH2PO4, 4 mM NaHCO3, 2 mM CaCl2, 4 mM MgCl2, 1.7 mM NaOH, pHz7.3). Immobilized flies were exposed to an
odor — either isopentyl acetate (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#112674), 1-pentanol (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#77597), 3-octanol (Sigma-Aldrich,
Cat#218405), geranyl acetate (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#173495), methyl salicylate (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#M2047) diluted 5% volume to
volume in paraffin oil (Fluka Analytical, Cat#76235) or acetic acid (Fisher Scientific, Cat#A38S) diluted 5% volume to volume in water — using a stimulus controller (Ockenfels Syntech GmbH, Cat#CS-55). Calcium transients were measured using an Investigator
two-photon laser scanning microscope (Bruker Corporation, RRID: SCR_019807) equipped with an ultrafast Chameleon Ti:Sapphire
laser (Coherent) modulated by Pockels Cells (Conoptics, Cat#350-80LA/BK-02). The laser power used for each experiment varied
from 14 to 24 mW. Calcium transients were recorded in the calyx of the mushroom body using the following sequence: five seconds
odor ’off’, two seconds odor ’on’, eight seconds odor ’off’, two seconds odor ’on’, and eight seconds odor ’off’. This sequence was
repeated four times. Image sequences were collected with either a galvo and 512 by 512 pixels resolution with 0.8ms dwell time and
1.64 fps (for generating the data shown in Figures 1A, 1C, S1A, and S1C) or a resonant galvo and 512 by 512 resolution with 15.081
fps (for generating the data shown in Figures 1B and S1B). Calcium transients were analyzed using a custom MATLAB (MathWorks)
code based on previously published codes.42,46,47 To correct for movement, images were registered within and between trials using a
sub-pixel registration algorithm.48 Heatmaps were generated by averaging the intensity of individual pixels (F0: The entire five
seconds of the first off-period combined with the last two seconds of the second off-period; F: The entire two seconds of the
on-period). Traces were generated by averaging the calcium transients detected in the main calyx (F0: The entire five seconds of
the first off-period combined with the last two seconds of the second off-period; F: The entire two seconds of the on-period).
Reconstructing antennal lobes
Antennal lobes were reconstructed from confocal images of fixed brains based on a protocol developed by previous studies.48,49 In
summary, the brains of flies were dissected using Dumont #55 forceps (Fine Science Tools (USA), Cat#11295-51) at room temperature in a phosphate buffered saline solution or PBS (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#P5493), fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Cat#15710) for 45 minutes at room temperature, washed five times in PBST (PBS supplemented with 0.1% Triton
X-100, Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#T8787) at room temperature, blocked with 5% goat Serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories,
RRID: AB_2336990) in PBST for 30 minutes at room temperature, and incubated in a solution that contained the primary antibody
(1:20 in 5% Goat Serum/PBST, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, nc82, RRID: AB_2314866) at 4 C overnight. On the
following day, brains were washed four times in PBST and incubated in a solution that contained the secondary antibody (1:500
in 5% Goat Serum/PBST, Thermal Fisher, goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488, RRID: AB_2576217) at 4 C overnight. On the following
day, brains were washed four times in PBST and mounted on a slide (Fisher Scientific, Cat#12-550-143) using the mounting medium
VECTASHIELD (Vector Laboratories, Cat#H-1000) and cover glasses (Fisher Scientific, Cat#12548A). Immuno-stained brains were
imaged using a Zeiss LSM 880 with Airyscan Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (RRID: SCR_020925) equipped with a 63X oil
immersion objective. Images were captured at a frame size of 1056 pixels by 1056 pixels (pixel size: 0.106 mm) and a digital zoom
of 1.2 using the ZEN microscope software (Carl Zeiss AG, RRID: SCR_013672). Sections were taken at 1 mm interval and each
antennal lobe could be imaged with a minimum of 45 and a maximum of 63 sections. Antennal lobes were reconstructed from these
images using the segmentation software Amira (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Amira version 2020.3.1, RRID: SCR_007353). Individual
glomeruli were defined by manually identifying regions of interest for each glomerulus in the ‘Segmentation’ tab; the ’Interpolate’
and ’Generate Surface’ functions were used to generate the reconstructions. The volumes of the reconstructed glomeruli were
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extracted by using the ’Material Statistics’ function which scales the objects to mm units based on the voxel size (0.0113 mm3 as estimated by ImageJ). Glomeruli were assigned identities according to their position based on the available anatomical maps and the
Drosophila melanogaster hemibrain connectome v1.2.1.4,5,30,49 Glomerular volumes were calculated from the reconstructed voxel
size, and the sum of those volumes were used to calculate whole antennal lobe volumes. A total of ten antennal lobes — five
Orco+/+ and five Orco-/- antennal lobes — were reconstructed.
Photo-labeling projection neurons and Kenyon cells
Neurons were photo-labeled based on a previously published protocol. In short, brains were dissected in saline, treated for one minute with 2 mg/ml collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#C5138) and mounted on a piece of Sylgard (Electron Microscopy Sciences,
Cat#24236-10) placed at the bottom of a Petri dish (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat#FB0875711YZ). Each brain was mounted using
pins of Tungsten 99.95% CS (California Fine Wire Company, Cat#100211), either with its anterior side facing upward (for photo-labeling projection neurons) or with its posterior side facing upward (for photo-labeling Kenyon cells). The photo-labeling and image
acquisition steps were performed using an Ultima two-photon laser scanning microscope (Bruker Corporation, RRID: SCR_019807)
with an ultrafast Chameleon Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent) modulated by Pockels Cells (Conoptics, Cat#350-80LA/BK-02). During the
photo-labeling step, the laser was tuned to 710 nm and about 5 to 30 mW of laser power was used; during the image acquisition step,
the laser was tuned to 925 nm and about 1 to 14 mW of laser power was used. Both power values were measured behind the objective lens. A 60X water-immersion objective lens (Olympus Corporation, Cat#N2667800) was used for both photo-labeling and image
acquisition. A GaAsP detector (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.) and PMT detector (Bruker Corporation) were used for measuring green
and red fluorescence, respectively. Photo-labeling was performed by drawing a region of interest — on average 1.0 x 1.0 mm — either
in the center of the targeted glomerulus (for labeling projection neurons) or in the center of the soma (for labeling Kenyon cells); each
pixel was scanned 8 times. Image acquisition was performed at a resolution of 512 by 512 pixels with a pixel size of 0.39 mm and a
pixel dwell time of 4 ms; each pixel was scanned 2 times. A minimum of eight samples were analyzed for each type of projection
neuron in a given genotype.
Mapping Kenyon cell input connections using dye electroporation
The projection neurons connecting to a photo-labeled Kenyon cell were identified as described before with some modification.9 In
short, electrodes were made by pulling borosilicate glass pipette with filament (Sutter Instrument, Cat#BF100-50-10) to a resistance
of 9-11 MU, fire-polished using a micro-forge (Narishige International USA) to narrow their opening, and backfilled with 100mg/ml
3000-Da Texas-dextran dye (Thermo-Fisher Scientific, Cat#D3328). Under the guidance of an Ultima two-photon microscope
(Bruker Corporation, RRID: SCR_019807), an electrode was centered into the postsynaptic terminal — or ’claw’ — of a photo-labeled
Kenyon cell using a motorized micromanipulator (Sutter Instrument, Cat#MP-265). Short current pulses (each 10-50 V in amplitude
and 0.5 millisecond long) were applied until the projection neuron connecting to the targeted Kenyon cell claw was visible. An image
of the antennal lobe was acquired at the end of the procedure. Dye-labeled glomeruli were identified based on their shape, position
and the location of their soma as defined in the available anatomical maps and the Drosophila melanogaster hemibrain connectome
v1.2.1.4,5,30,49 The inputs of 200 randomly-selected Kenyon cells were mapped using this protocol. To increase the number of a’/ b’
Kenyon cells in each data set, a’/ b’ Kenyon cells were pre-selected by weakly photo-labeling a region of the a’/ b’ mushroom body
lobe using a published protocol.50 Not all the projection neurons connecting to a given Kenyon cells in a given experiment could be
dye-filled but on average 4 ± 1 (mean ± standard deviation) of the claws formed by a given Kenyon cell were dye-filled. Frequencies of
connections were calculated as the sampled number of connections from a given glomerulus divided by the total number of sampled
connections. Frequencies of connections for Neuprint hemibrain connectome v1.2.1 was calculated from the number of synaptic
active zones from a given projection neuron type to Kenyon cells.30 Our dataset defines a connection based on the bouton-claw
pair, while Neuprint is based on synaptic active zones.
Quantifying morphological features
All quantifications were done blindly without prior knowledge of the genotype of a sample. Representative images of antennal lobes,
projection neurons, Kenyon cells were projected at maximal intensity using the ImageJ/Fiji software (National Institutes of Health43).
Projection neurons were counted based on the number of photo-labeled bodies observed in the anterior or lateral clusters of the
antennal lobe. Primary branches were defined as processes that emerge from the main axonal projection traversing the calyx of
the mushroom body. The length of the branches formed by a neuron (projection neuron or Kenyon cell) and the lengths of the claws
formed by a Kenyon cell was quantified using the ’Simple Neurite Tracer’ plugin and the ImageJ/Fiji software (National Institutes of
Health45,43). Simple Neurite Tracer allows to manually trace the continuous neurite processes found in the image across a Z-stack.
When measuring the total and average branch length of a Kenyon cell, the main track — defined as the neurite that emerges from the
soma and traverses the peduncle — was excluded and only the branches emerging from the main track were traced. Claws were
defined as cup-like endings located at the end of a dendritic process formed by a Kenyon cell. When measuring claw length, the
perimeter of the cup-like structure was traced. The length of a given trace was measured using the ’Measure’ and ’Cable Length’
functions. The total bouton volume was measured using Fluorender (University of Utah Scientific Computing and Imaging Institute;
version 2.26.244,51): boutons were traced using the ‘Paint Brush’ function. To efficiently distinguish boutons from the background, the
’Edge Detect’ parameter was kept on and the ’Edge STR’ was fixed at 0.505, while the selection threshold was adjusted to different
values depending on signal intensity. The ’Physical Size’ value was reported as total bouton volume.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
For the statistical analyses of the data shown in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, S1, and S2, p values were computed using the Mann-Whitney
U test; statistical significance is indicated as p < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01 (**) and p < 0.001 (***). For the statistical analyses of the data shown
in Figures 5C and 6 and Tables S2–S5, p values were computed using the Fisher’s exact test; to control for false positives, p values
were adjusted with a false discovery rate of 10% using a Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. The methods used to generate the conditional input matrices shown in Figure S4 have been described in a previous study.35 In short, each cell in the conditional input
matrices indicates whether a Kenyon cell is more, equally or less likely than chance to receive an input from a type of projection
neuron (column) given that this Kenyon cell receives an input from another type of projection neuron (row). Each observed projection
neuron–Kenyon cell connection is treated as a single count. The observed number of counts for a given pair of neurons is compared
to the distribution of counts generated using a null model. In the null model, 1,000 connectivity matrices were generated by randomly
shuffling the connections recorded in the corresponding experimental matrix while keeping the number of input each Kenyon cell
receives and the frequencies at which projection neurons connect to Kenyon cells constant; these matrices are referred in the
main text as ’fixed shuffle matrices’. For each pair of projection neurons, a z-score representing the number of standard deviations
from the mean of the null distribution and the observed counts was computed.
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